ITP Aero designs, manufactures, and maintains engine parts for civilian and military aircraft. Ensuring quality over complex, extended international supply chains places intense pressure on both speed and accuracy, so ITP Aero looked to digitalize, standardize, and streamline its supply chain management processes. By replacing phone and e-mail communications with a cloud-based supplier network, ITP Aero improved collaboration with suppliers and increased the visibility and efficiency of its supply chain operations – ensuring it has the right materials at the right time to ramp up manufacturing capacity.
ITP Aero improves communication and collaboration with suppliers to ensure manufacturing operations take flight.

With the SAP® Ariba® Supply Chain Collaboration for Buyers solution and support from partner DXC Technology Company, ITP Aero was able to:

• Consolidate direct spend operations to a single platform to manage visibility, purchase orders, confirmation, delivery notification, reception at origin, reception at destination, invoicing, and payment
• Minimize the need for phone and e-mail communications and free staff to dedicate more time to strategic activities
• Standardize procurement processes for all suppliers, reducing complexity and increasing efficiency
• Reduce the number of errors in supplier communications
• Give operational buyers traceable and online information of supply operations
• Improve logistics planning and coordination to optimize delivery schedules and reduce excess stock levels
• Lay the foundation for expansion to cover more than 1,000 indirect suppliers in the future
• Integrate seamlessly with SAP S/4HANA®

“SAP Ariba Supply Chain Collaboration for Buyers has streamlined and simplified the way we work with our suppliers, making it easier for us all to do business.”

Carlos Perez Barriocanal, Head of Management Information Systems, ITP Aero
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